CE DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY

**Product:** MORDEN fixed luminaire  
**Brand, Range & Family name:** LUTEC, ARCHITECTURAL, BOX CUBE  
**Reference:** 5184601118  
**EAN Nr:** 4250294303080  
**Technical characteristics:** 220-240V, 50Hz, Class I, IP 44

LUTEC Europe NV declares under our sole responsibility that the afore mentioned product has been tested for CE-marking in accordance with the applicable requirements of the following Directives:

2014/35/EU Low Voltage Directive  
2011/65/EU ROHS2.0 Directive

And is in conformity with the applicable requirements of the following normative documents when installed and used in accordance with the manufacturer's supplied installation instructions.

EN 60598-1:2015  
EN 60598-2-1:1989  
EN 62493:2015

Signed for and behalf of LUTEC Europe NV. 
Wommelgem, 11 March 2019

Dirk Franck  
General Manager  
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Framan BVBA  
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